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Making the effort during the COVID-19 crisis
Montreal, Canada | April 28th, 2020 – As the current reality disrupts the way we normally interact
among each other social distancing forces us to maximize the use of online platforms to help us
virtually stay connected with our customers. Neptronic has been very busy presenting many webinars
in the past weeks. We have been covering the importance of humidity for public health, among other
topics.

On April 16th, our most recent agent, Gardiner Service Company, from Solon Ohio, organized a webinar
with Neptronic on the importance of humidity during this pandemic and its impact on public health. Over
150 engineers, owners and contractors participated in this one-time presentation. This was part of a
program of many webinars they have been organizing in order to keep regular contact with their
customers.
“We are very excited to have the opportunity of working with such a proactive organization. In a very
short time, Gardiner Service Company has shown an impressive level of leadership in their effort of
exposing Neptronic as their new humidification line’’, said Luis Melgares, Vice-president of Sales and
Marketing. He added, ‘’We are convinced that the results of their effort will prove for themselves in a
very short period.”
Neptronic is always ready to help and support our agents in their effort of promoting our products. We
would like to congratulate Gardiner Service Company for their time and effort during these challenging
times and hope others will follow in their example.
About Neptronic
Founded in 1976, Neptronic is a private corporation that designs, manufactures and distributes
products for the HVAC industry. The Neptronic product line includes intelligent controllers, electronic
actuators, actuated valves, humidifiers and electric duct heaters.
Products are designed and manufactured by over 200 dedicated employees in an 80,000 ft2 (7,500
m2) state-of-the-art facility located in Montreal, Canada. Using a vertically integrated plant model, all
R&D and manufacturing capabilities are located under one roof; from software and hardware
development, to SMT circuit board assembly, to sheet metal fabrication, to product testing.
Neptronic is committed to research and development, provides innovative products and technologies
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and exports over 75% of its sales through an exclusive distribution network for the HVAC industry
worldwide
For more information visit the Neptronic website at neptronic.com

